
Made in Japan 

Chamfered 
cylinder 
corners

come with large 
syringe of 20ml 

thick 
And

durable!
center 
nozzle

Capping it is easy.

Comes with 
a bag clip

comes with 
vinyl bag

■Durable high 
transparent cylinder, 
made of special plastic 
(polycarbonate)

Stable 
design!

High screw 
thread 

prevent 
air escape!

Enrichment learning : 
fountain 

*The bottle is 
not included in 
the set

soft tube

Easy to insert
tube with cap

Do not wipe off the lubricating oil "inside 
the cylinder" and "rubber of the push rod".

Attention!

●Please read the instructions carefully before 
experimenting
●Do not get top on the vinyl bag that contains air
●Do not put sponge or small parts in your mouth
●Do not put the vinyl bag on your head
●Do not point air compressor or water 

compressor to people or window. 
●When using tools, please listen to the teacher’s 

instruction carefully 

cylinder

push rod

brim cap

bag clip

sponge bullet
(red, blue, yellow) 

whale sponge

paper clip

vinyl bag 

syringe

bottle cap 

fountain cap tube
straw

contents

*Cap, do not cut off the line 

*Cut off 
at red 
dotted 
line 

Introduction: Correct air 

●Entrap the air in the vinyl bag and check 
the response to touch when pressed.

vinyl bag

bag clip

Press 
softly 

*Do not get on top of the vinyl bag. It is 
dangerous if the bag is torn or bag clip is broken. 

How to entrap the air 
●Twist 3 times around the mouth of vinyl bag about 
15cm and push the bag clip into the mouth of vinyl 
bag about 10cm until it clicks.

bag clip

vinyl bag

*If there is any uncut part, vinyl 
bag may be torn, so cut it cleanly.



How to assemble water compressor

How to attach cap 
*Screw in the cap firmly to 
prevent air and water to leak 

cap

cylinder

How to attach/shift brim 
●Insert the push rod into the brim so 
that protrusion can be inserted into the 
vertical groove

push rod
vertical groove

horizontal groove

protrusion 

brim

●at horizontal groove, turn the brim 
until it clicks. 

cap

cylinder

brim

push rod

stopper

Experiment 1: Entrapped air 

●Keep the air in the syringe and cylinder, take note of 
the pressure and check the response to touch when you 
pressed down the syringe

●What happens to push rod when you release your hand? 

Let's try! Shrunk whale 

●Put a whale sponge into cylinder and push the compressor. 

☆Let's summarize what you have 
learnt about entrapped air 

pushing 
force

position 
of push 

rod

volume 
of air

state when push rod is 
released 

response 
to touch

push 
straight

whale sponge

Air

push 
straight

*Remove cap 
from the cylinder 

*Use stopper to close 
syringe and cap to entrap air 

Experiment 2: entrapped water 

push 
straight

push 
straight

whale 
sponge

●Keep water inside syringe or cylinder, take note of the 
pressure and response to touch when you pressed down 
the syringe, and compare it with the one with air only

●What happens when you entrap half air and half water?

Let's try! Sunken whale

●Put the whale sponge with paper clip into cylinder with 
water inside. 

☆Let's summarize what you have 
learnt about entrapped water 

pushing 
force

position 
of push 

rod

response 
to touch

volume 
of water

water

paper 
clip 

*wipe off the water on 
paper clip after 
experiment 

*Remove cap 
from the cylinder 

*Use stopper to close syringe 
and cap to entrap water 

Let's try! air compressor, water compressor *Do not point air compressor or water 
compressor to people or window. 

●As shown, assemble air compressor and change the position behind to find out how the sponge ball flies.
●Find out if there is any difference in the way sponge ball flies when you use water compressor and air 
compressor. 

air compressor

push with one without rubber
sponge bullet

Push

Push

water

water compressor

*Remove the cap *Change the brim 
*Do not hold the tip of cylinder when using water compressor 

How to make potato bullet 
●After fixing the 
position of the rubber, 
penetrate the cylinder 
into potato

push rod

rubber

sliced potato

penetrate 
the cylinder 

*thickness 
of 1cm 

Let's try! make use of the property of air and water *Please prepare 500ml 
pet bottle 

●Assemble the apparatus as shown and find out the mechanism of fountain by pushing and pulling the push rod. 

fountain

●As shown, insert the straw 
and tube into bottle cap

straw tube

thick 
one

thin 
one

bottle cap
straw

Air

water

fountain cap

bottle 
cap

500ml 
pet 

bottle

push rod tube

straws which cut into smaller pieces

*Cut the straw with scissors so that the its tip 
doesn't touch the bottom. 

tube
syringe

water compressor

movement of 
air and water 

●Connect syringe and water compressor,
and try pushing and pulling the syringe.

●Try the same way using water instead of air 

Push 

*Push the push rod all the way 
and release the air in the cylinder

*Screw the tip of syringe into tube 
Pull 

*When you remove tube, do not pull tube itself. Hold the tip and pull out while turning. 
*If tube, straw, fountain cap are loose, please use scotch tape to secure the joint parts.


